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The Pondcs ofPumc Pendbn RefoHnin Brttil*

Yuriko TAKAIIASHI..

Since 1995, in the face of a serious financial crisis of the public pension

system, the Cardoso Administration has been making continuous efforts to
reduce the fiscal deficit by cutting pension benefits and tightening eligibility.

Yet, this urgent task has not been accomplished. As life expectancies in Bra-

zil have increased dramatically in the last thirty years, the state-sponsored
pay-as-you-go (PAYG) system faces increasing actuarial and fiscal imbal-

ances. At the same time, the increasing cash flow deficit of the pension sys-

tem exceeded 4.4 % of GDP in 1998, becoming a principal cause of national

fiscal deficit expansion, while implementation of austere fiscal policy was

neededr). Despite these demographic and economic pressures, pension re-

form is politically hazardous because it requires constitutional amendment.

At the first stage of reform, the Cardoso Administration was seen as advanta-

geous, not only because it enjoyed well over a three-fifths majority required

for adopting the constitutional amendment, but also because weakening Ia-

bor forces appeared not to exercise an effective veto power against the pro-

posal to curtail their vested right. However, it took no less than three years

for the amendment to be passed in the legislature. In addition, several

months later, the Supreme Court rejected a part of this political decision, re-

sponding to the immediate contestation of the more privileged, vocal public

employees. As a consequence, few substantial solutions have been reached

so far to reduce the huge pension deficit.

This study aims to explain this intricate process in which public pension
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reforln under the Cardoso Aninistration carne to a deadlock.I argue that

the occupational pension systern and fragmented party systeln are decisive

factors ln explamlng cttdOsO's failure to contam pension deficit.The first

section highlights characte五 stic features of public pension reforln as a politi―

cal issue.The second section exaIYunes plausible explanatory variables,and

describes how old and new institutions of Braz■ 's political systenl shape the

pohtics of pension refonm: the occupational pension system as an institu―

tional legacy of state corporatisln and a fragmented party system under the

present democratic reglrne.The third section exarrlmes,lll detail,the erosion

of the process of reforln attempts at the initiative of President Cardoso.Fi―

na■y,I conclude that institutions matter in deterrmmg the Outcome of pub―

hc pension reforln ll Brazil.

I  Public Pension Reforrn as a Politicallssue

Since the begluung Of the 1990 s public pension reform has been

treated as a priority matter m Latin America. Demographic and econonuc

pressures equaly have been driving gOverrlments throughOut the regiOn to

embark on the pohtica■y difficult task of retrenching social secunty expendi¨

tures2).Despite this corfmonality,there is a rernarkable variation ln lnode

and degree of reforms,Most of the countries prlvatized,either colnpletely or

partia町,the State― sponsored measure of social protection.The Brazittan

case is exceptionalin that pohcy lnakers did not take the prlvatization option.

As Korpi and Palme noted,the nature of argtlments ln social policy debates

has varied across countries and time3).Before examining factOrs that ttu―

ence the outcome of reforms,it is necessary to llnderstand what is rea■y at

stake about Brazil's reforln,which would shape the course ofreform.

l  Brazil's Pension System: Generous Benefits/Eligibility and Public―

Private Divide

ln the rluddle of the 1990 s,pension deicit calne to light as an unex―

pected by― product of successful control over three― digit hyperinflation,

which had underrruned the Brazilian economy since the debt crisis ll the

1980s.After the stabilization plan fO Pιαηο Rθαり Succeeded in lowering
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the inflation rate per year to one digit in 1994, it was revealed that the total

cash flow deficit reached nearly 2o/o of. GDP in 1996, and exceeded 4.4% in

19984). The combined effects of demographic and institutional factors are

decisive in accountmg for this increasing fiscal imbalance.

Changes in the population structure directly affect Brazil's mandatory

pay-as-you-go (PAYG) systems). Under this system, currenr resources,

composed of workers and employers' contributions and federal transfers, fi-

nance current benefits for pensioners. On the one hand, life expectancies in

Braztl increased from 42 years in 1940 to 68 years in 1996, corresponding to

more than 5 years' increase per decade on the average during this period. It
is expected to reach 76 years not later than 2020. On the other hand, the

population growth rate declined from 1.9% in 1987 to 1.4o/o ur 1997, These

combined trends have resulted in an increase in the dependency ratio (the

ratio of working age population to pensioners) from approximately 2.4 vt

1991 to 1.7 in 1997. According to this estimation, unless the contribution rate

is raised or the real value of provisions is cut, the imbalance between reve-

nues and expenditures will surely continue to worsen6).

More importantly, generous benefits and eligibility characterize the Bra-

zilian pension system, and have become a main target for criticism. Brazil's

pension system is made up of three pillars : the General Social Security Re-

gime for Private Sector Workers (Regime Geral de Previd6ncia Social-

RGPS), the Social Security Regime for Public Sector Workers (Regime de

Previd6ncia do Servigo Priblico-RlU), and the Social Security Complemen-

tary Regime (Regime de Previd6ncia Complementar). Prior to a partial re-

form in 1998, participants in the two main pillars, the RGPS and R^lU, were

able to attain eligibility for a pension at an early age and with a high replace-

ment ratioT). Without a minimum age requirement, the length of the service

program allowed male workers who could document 35 years of plan partici-

pation, and female workers who could document 30 years to retire with a full
pension in both public and private sectors8). In fact, since a large number of

Brazilians started to work at very early age, plan participants become eligible

for the length of service prograrn at the age of 54.9 for men and 53.3 for
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women on the average, and continue to receive a full pension for the rest of

their lives. A high replacement rate for proportional or early retirement pen-

sion also created strong incentives to retire very earlye). In 1995, the expen-

diture for the length of service program increased to 68.370 of total spending,

thus constituting a substantial part of the social security deficit.

Furthermore, it is worth emphasizing that there are salient differences

between the RGPS and R"IU with respect to benefits and eligibility. The RIU

participants are guaranteed better conditions in both aspects. First of all, be-

fore 1998, the public workers were not required to contribute toward their

retirement benefits. Still in 1999, the contributions covered orly 21.7o/o of the

spending for the benefits. Despite a small amount of contributions, the R"lU

participants can enjoy an amormt of benefits nearly eight times as large on

average as the RGPS recipientsl0). It should also be noted that, because eligi-

bility is not conditioned by retirement, the RIU participants are allowed to

accumulate wage and pension at the same time. Moreover, a full pension is

defined as a 40 % addition to the last paycheck. Altogether, in 1998, despite

the small coverage, the RIU's expenditure corresponded to about three-

fourths of that of the RGPS and accounted for more than three-fourths of

the total deficit of the overall pension systemll).

As mentioned above, generous benefits and eligibility common to the

RGPS and RIU and substantive differences between the two plans character-

ize the Brazilian pension system, explaining structural problems embodied in

the current pension deficit. In fact, the RGPS began to run a deficit in 1995,

and the total cash flow deficit of both plans exceeded 4.4o/o of. GDP in 1998.

Because the government fills the deficit by transferring the resources from

general revenues, the growing pension deficit is considered the principal

component of the national budget deficitl2). It has become widely perceived

that if the pension deficit increases with this speed, the pension system

would result in bankruptcy in the foreseeable future. Since 1995, reform-

minded president Cardoso has elicited growing calls for public pension re-

form, which is expected to arouse political protests from a wide rage of

vested interests.
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2 The Convoluted Process of Public Pension Reform

A difficulty in public pension reform in Brazil lies in the fact that bene-

fits and eligibiJity are guaranteed by the Constitution (tut. 201 and 202).

This means that pension reform involves complicated legislative procedures

for a constitutional amendment. Specifically, amendments should be ap-

proved twice in both the upper and lower chambers with over three-fifths of
the vote. In other words, reformers must get through multiple veto points to

attain the reform objective.

The first vote on the amendment took place in March 21, 1996. The fol-

lowing measures were adopted by 351 votes for the proposal to 139 against it
in the Congress. A change for the RGPS was related to the length of service

prograrn. Instead of the length of plan participation, both workers and em-

ployers would have to document 35 years of contribution for men and 30

years for women under the new arrangements. As for the RIU, revisions

were applied only to civil servants. They were deprived not only of the right
to receive multiple incomes from pension and wage, but also of. a 400/o addi-

tional part from a full pension. Moreover, a minimum age requirement was

introduced into the public pillar. Conversely, politicians and teachers, the

most privileged categories within the public pillar, were immune to such al-

terations. More importantly, a revision of the non-contributory formula, vital
to reduce the pension deficit, was untouched. Thus, the overall effects on re-

trenching the privileges were very limit"613). Nevertheless, the second vote

on May 22 rejected the constitutional amendment, and as a result the reform

effort retreated to the starting point.

T\vo years later, external factors opened the way for resuming the de-

bate on public pension reform. Particularly, Russia's default announcement

in August 1998 spurred foreign capital to withdraw from the Brazilian finan-

cial market, Ieading to the devaluation of the Real tn January 1999. The fis-

cal deficit, accounting for 6.3370 of GDP, was attributed to the loss of credi-

bility with the Brazilian economy. Such financial pressures urged the promul-

gation of the Constitutional Amendment of December 16, 1998 and the Ordi-

nary Law of January 1999. Three important elements included in the Amend-
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ment should be highlighted. The first pertains to the introduction of mini-

mrun retirement ages of 53 years for men, and 48 years for women as a tran-

sitional rule, which applies to civil servants seeking to retire on either a pro-

portional or a full pension, and to the RGPS participants intending to retire

on a full pension. The second stipulates that civil servants, who had not yet

become eligible at the time of the Amendment, should document 35 years of

contribution for men and 30 years for women. Third, a cap of R$1,200 was

imposed on the RGPS pensions. Furthermore, the Ordinary Law imposed

contributions at progressive rates varying from 11 to 25 o/o on civil service re-

tirees. The important point is that this measure was not phased in, and was

immediately applied to both the current and future retireesla). Apparently, a

series of changes would have a positive impact on the finance of the public

pension system.

An unexpected event followed and reversed the course of the reform.

Responding to the objection raised by civil servants, the Supreme Court sus-

pended, on September 30, 1999, an imposition of contribution on civil service

retirees and an additional contribution on active civil servants15). Soon after,

by contrast, a new calculation formula to contain expenditures of the RGPS

was smoothly enacted, but its gradualist approach would not address the ur-

gent problem of the fiscal imbalance of the overall public pension system.

Moreover, its long-term effects were not grasped accurately due to the com-

plexity of the new calculation formula. In short, nearly five years' effort for

reform ended up with preserving expensive privileges of the public sector

workers and failing to redress the fiscal imbalance of the public pension sys-

tem as a whole.

I TheoreticalApproaches

In this section, I will examine three plausible variables to elucidate such

a puzzling state of affairs regarding Brazil's public pension reform as de-

scribed above. They are the impacts of international economic pressures, the

power resources of relevant actors, and institutions. While each factor has a

certain bearing on the subject, I attempt to demonstrate that old and new in-
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stitutions in the Brazilian political system are decisive in explaining the dead-

lock of reform : the occupational pension system as an institutional legacy of

state corporatism and a fragmented party system under the present demo-

cratic regime.

1 InternationalEconomicPressures

As Oxhorn argues, "[d]evelopment models affect how interests are or-

ganized and how representatives of different interests seek to influence pol-

icy outcom.t"16). Faced with external vul:rerability and economic backward-

ness, Getflio Vargas took on the state-led, import-substituting industrializa-

tion (ISI) in the 1930 s. By the same token, a state played a central role in or-

ganizrng societal interests and limiting their policy influence through corpo-

ratist institutions. Since then, the ISI had been the dominant development

model hand in hand with state corporatism as the dominant mode of interest

intermediartot tz). When Braztl, experienced the worst economic crisis de-

fined by stagnation and hyperinflation in the 1980 s, it was made explicit that

a state-led, inward-oriented strategy of development had been exhausted.

To reform the fundamental economic structure, international financial or-

ganizations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank,

and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) have taken an active role

in promoting neoliberal, market-oriented economic restructuring through fi-

nancial and technical assistance. Indeed, the gradual replacement of ISI with

neoliberal development strategy has made not only the state but also societal

forces vulnerable to intemational economic pressures, and thus affecting the

pattern of political struggle.

In his comparative institutional analysis of social security privatization in

Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay, Kay recognizes "the sets of incentives" of-

fered by the pressures of international capital flows and economic openness,

which motivated supporters and opponents of social security reforms in the

respective countriesls). He argues that the end of protectionism stimulated

employers to reduce wages and thus support privatization, whereas organ-

ized labor, particularly representing public employees and workers in trad-

able goods sectors who benefited most from the ISI, became the main oppos-
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ing actors in social security privatization. In addition, economic liberalization

encouraged by international financial institutions "provided governments

with additional incentives to reform their social security systems"le). [Jn-

doubtedly, Kay's contribution to understanding the politics of social security

reform lies in his assessment of the role of extemal factors in offering dis-

tinctive incentives to relevant actors. However, applying his logic to the Bra-

zil's case seems untenable with regard to the degree and mode of external

economic impacts on domestic politics.

First, international economic pressures certainly provide incentives to

actors related to the reform, but the degree of external impact on their pref-

erences is not so high as Kay expected. Consider the impact of the financial

turbulence in January 1999 on the subsequent enactment of the Ordinary

Law, which entails the most delicate part of reform, namely, an imposition of

contribution at a progressive rate on active and retired civil servants. As in-

temational financial organizations began to attribute the delay of pension re-

form to self-interested politicians who advocated the privileges of civil ser-

vants, such politicians immediately switched their attitude to pro-reform.

Their motives were electoral ones, inspired by fear of bearing the blame for

the protracted crisis. Only a few months later, however, when Brazil's finan-

cial market passed the worst of the crisis, they set out to prevent the execu-

tive from implementing the new arrangements. Therefore, the influence of

external factors is limited, and does not seem decisive for the course of pub-

lic pension reform2o).

Second, economic liberalization has, to be sure, structured the cleavage

between supporters and opponents of the reform through providing them

with distinctive incentives as previously mentioned. Nevertheless, such a

cleavage does not necessarily lie between employers and workers in public

and tradable sectors. In the case of Brazil's pension reform, a split usi,thin

workers in different sectors can be seen in the struggle over the content of

reform. Workers in the public sector and their private counterparts do not

unite their forces even though they have in common a goal of protesting

against the retrenchment of their vested interests. On the contrary, they
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show hostility to each other, provoking distributional conflict between would

-be collaborators in the reform process. Behind this public-private divide

could be the fact that, while the demise of protectionism and concomitant

wage restrictions have weakened the bargaining power of private workers,

these economic pressures do not extend to the public sphere. Even so, the

differentiated impact of exogenous factors cannot be automatically trans-

lated into a specific pattern of conflict in the reform process.

Such a critique of Kay's analytical framework could derive mainly from

his classification of Brazil's pension reform into privatization. Given the cen-

trality of non-privatizing reform in the pension reforni debate in Brazil, his

interpretation would be misleading. As a matter of fact, faced with the ur-

gent task of retrenching social security policy, Cardoso and his advisors did

not take the privatization option seriously because the government could not

bear high transition costs in the midst of a fiscal crisis. They then decided to

moffi the framework of PAYG through containing benefits and tightening

eligibility. In this context, employers are committed in the reform as less ac-

tive supporting actors because non-privatizing reform is unlikely to reduce

payroll taxes. They are more interested in tax reform debates under the

hiSruV complicated tax system, which imposes multiple taxes on business ac-

tivity in the name of "social contributiot rtt2l). Accordingly, employers are not

central actors nor at odds with workers in Brazil as far as the debate on pub-

lic pension reform is concerned.

In sum, it is certain that the end of protectionism followed by economic

liberalization had a discernible impact on the direction of public pension re-

form through providing distinctive incentives for opposing interests and the

government in the case of Braztl.. However, it proved to be far less helpful in

explaining the specific pattern of political struggle and the outcome of re-

form. Even if international economic pressures gave a significant impetus to

the setting of a reform agenda, much still depended on the balance of politi-

cal forces favoring and resisting a retrenchment of pension benefits. Thus, I

shift my attention to the domestic political arena, which would determine

consequences of the reform.
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2  The Balance of Power Resources

The power resources approach focuses on the role of power in the dis―

tributive process22).This approach presupposes that the political strength Of

different classes largely relies on the distribution of power resources among

them.Experiences of the developed welfare states suggest that strong labor

unions and their political representatives,generally left― wlng parties,played

a pivotal role in developing sOcial policies.In Latin America,econorlluc liber―

alization has weakened the power of orgaruzed labor,and left― ― g parties

have not proposed potential policy alternatives in the face of deepening sO_

cioeconorrtlc inequahty20.According tO the power resources approach,this

fact might lead one to expect that the reformers would successfully reJLe

cutbacks in pension beneflts mthout facing fierce resistance from the benefi―

clarles.

Union density has been Ⅵ咀delv employed as an indicator of a llmon's po―

litical strength.Union density is lneasured by the portion of llruorllzed eln―

ployees in the workforce and the concentration of authority、1■tllin them.As

Garrett argues,``[t]he higher is union density and the smaller the nmber of

unions,the greater the propensity for co■ ective action in national labor lnar―

ket institutions''24).In Brazil,the restoration of democracy 11 1985,and the

1988 Constitution had significant llnpact on the corporatist structure oflabor

relations(Cο%σθγιαgαο),characterlzed by a lnonopoly of representation and

centralization.Here,it is lnportant to exalme its lnpact on llmonized elll¨

ployees.On the one hand,the abohtion of state control over llmon activities

spllrred autonomous labor lnovements to upheaval,as a result of which the

nmber ofllmons gre、 v dramatica■ y after 198825).On the other hand,diffu―

sion promoted by econolruc restructuring has shifted wage bargalning from

the national to the firln level.This has resulted in a decrease in llruon lneΠ l¨

bership,from 23%in 1979 to 14%in 1995,and the current figure is esti―

mated to be lnuch lower26).As for the level of concentration,democratization

allowed several autonomous peak associations to emerge, while the 1988

Constitution rnalntained llmons'Inonopoly of representation.These arrange―

ments created``a very strange hierarchical structllre combining cOrpOratism
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at union level and pluralism at the top"zz). In addition to lack of cohesion

arnong different peak associations, only 18% of unions were affiliated with

any of the five peak associations ' 199128). Given this small encompassment

and organizational fragmentation, it seems reasonable to suppose that the

organized labor alone in Brazil is so politically weak that it cannot effectively

exert pressure on the policy-making process.

The political strength of organized labor is also measured by its proxim-

ity to teft-wing parties. Regarding this point, Kay notes, "[a] labor movement

divided along party or ideological lines will wield less political clout than uni-

fiecl organizations"2e). Besides fragmented labor organizations, a multiplicity

of left-wing or center-left parties prevents internal cohesion of leftist power

resources in the Brazilian democracy. Under the Brazil's "extreme multipar-

tism", four left and two center-left parties won lower-chamber seats in the

1998 election. The left-wing parties are Workers' Party (PT), Communist

Party of Brazil (PC do B), Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB) and Popular Social-

ist Party (PPS), and the center-left parties are Democratic Labor Party

(PDT) and Party of Brazilian Social Democracy (PSDB)30). Moreover, the left

wing within Party of the Brazilian Democratic Movement (PMDB), the larg-

est center party, is also sympathetic to labor forces. The CUT, the biggest Ia-

bor organization, has very close ties to the PT and good relations with the

PDT and the small leftist parties. In contrast, the FS, as the major opponent

of the CUT, and the CGT largely support the PMDB and the pgpgst). Com-

bined power resources of the divided left-wing parties are represented by

less than 220/o of.lower-chamber seats, even if the four left parties and the

center-left PDT get together in order to form an opposing coalition.

In sharp contrast to a scarcity of leftist power resources, the Cardoso

Administration was regarded as advantageous in that it enjoyed well over the

three-fifths majority in the Congress required for adopting the constitutional

amendments. Considering such a balance of power, one might speculate that

the will of the executive succesBfully overcame opposing workers in the re-

form process. In the Brazilian case, however, there appears to be little corre-

lation between declines in leftist power resources and the degree of policy
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change. In fact, instead of succeeding in pension benefits cuts, Cardoso's

continuous reform effort over five years resulted in a deadlock. Neither do

power resources alone explain a distributional conflict along public-private

divide wi,thi,n opposing interests.

Regarding this point, Korpi identifies the key to seeking factors to form
specific pattern of conflicts. He argues that those who can mobilize power re-

sources attempt to decrease "the costs of power" by routinizing distributive

processes in formal or informal ways. "These institutions," he adds, "can be

expected to differentiate distributive outcomes in ways which reflect the

prevailing distribution of power" while decreasing the costs of poweC2). More

explicitly, in his analysis of the role of the institutional structures of welfare

states in the redistributive process, he hypothesizes "while the institutions of

the welfare state are to an important extent shaped by different types of in-

terest groups, once institutions are in place they tend to influence the long-
term development of definitions of interests and coalition formation among

a.,.r.rrr,,33).

In this light, it would be helpful to examine the institutional structures

of Brazil's public pension system that would affect the formation of interest

groups involved and their policy preferences, and then to explore how these

groups shaped the pattern of political struggle in the reform process.

3 Old and New Institutions in the Brazilian Democracy

Institutions establish the rules of the game for political struggle as well

as affect government capacities. On the one hand, one can assurne that the
possible political consequences largely depend on preexisting policy struc-

tures since current and future beneficiaries are expected to protest against

cutbacks in what they receive. Since a large part of the electorate partici-

pates in social security plans, politicians are ready to pay close attention to

their concerns3a). On the other hand, politicat institutions determine capaci-

ties of veto players to influence policy-making decisions on policy changes.

Tsebelis defines a veto player as an individual or collective actor, either insti-

tutional or partisan, whose agreement is required for a policy change. He

suggests that the potential for policy change decreases with the number of
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veto players, the lack of congruence, and the cohesion of these players3s).

The nature of veto players is determined by institutional structures of politi-

cal systems. Whether relevant actors become veto players depends on vary-

ing opportunities to veto policy, which institutions provide to them36). Thus,

institutions will considerably affect both political and decision-making proc-

esses in social security reform.

As I will discuss below, in Brazil, while the occupational pension system

as an institutional legacy of state corporatism would persuasively explain the

formation of distributional coalitions along the public-private cleavage, a

highly fragmented party system associated with revitalized clientelism in-

creases the number of veto players who could block the reform 
"6ot6:z).

Thus, the combined effects of old and new institutions are decisive factors in

determining the consequences of public pension reform.

(1) Occupational Pension System

Brazil's occupational pension system was established in the 1930s, when

President Getrilio Vargas embarked on the state-led, import-substituting in-

dustrialization (ISI). As is the nature of late and dependent development,

populist coalitions uniting a weak national bourgeoisie with a developmental

state relied on state corporatist structures in order to control and co-opt the
growing working .1utt38). In this context, social security provisions were con-

sidered a core institution as a means of labor incorporation, and were gradu-

ally extended to embrace more occupational categories3e). The pattern of ex-

pansion of social protection reflected the economic and political significance

of each sector. First, the most organized and most strategically located infra-

structural activities crucial to the export sector (railroads, docks, public

services, and shipping) were covered, then employees in commerce and

banking, and lastly industrial workers. Separate systems were maintained es-

pecially for military and civil servants. In the 1970 s, the "bureaucratic-

authoritarian" regime assumed a more repressive attitude toward urban la-

bor, whereas it included the newly mobilizing rural workforce into its corpo-

ratist project by extending social security coveragea0). Since the democratic

transition in 1985, the occupational pension system has been maintained
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with its benefits and eligibility guaranteed in the 1988 Constition.

As Weyland notes, Brazil's public social security system shared basic

features with the conservative and corporatist welfare states in the continen-

tal European nations in that both of them are characterized as "status-differ-

entiated social-insurance schemes"4l). However, there are two features pe-

culiar to Brazil's occupational pension system. One is related to narrow cov-

erage, which derives from adoption of the principle of social insurance. To

put it simply, this principle confines benefit recipients to those who pay the

contributions, narnely the formal sector workers, accordingly excluding rural

and urban poor workers in the non-formal sector who do not have a steady

source of income+z). Unlike continental Europe, the large size of the informal

sector confines coverage to an even smaller portion of the economically ac-

tive population (EAP) in Brazil. In 1970, ordy 27o/o of the EAP was covered,

and the percentage increase dto 49o/o in 1979-86+s). fhe figures for 1990 and

1999 were unavailable, but as an alternative measure, percentages of the

EAP paying contributions were 50.1o/o and 43.370 respectively. Thus, such

Iimited coverage makes social security rights a privilege conferred on only

one-half of the labor force.

The other feature is fragmentation and inequality of entitlements4). The

degree of differentiation is much more drastic in the case of Brazil. As men-

tioned above, the pattern of social security expansion followed an order of

strategic importance among sectors. This sequence was accompanied by dif-

ferentiated entitlements. According to Malloy, workers of the most privileged

railroads and public services sector were given nearly twice as much in re-

tirement benefits as the least favored industrial sectols). This means that

the social security system reinforces the preexisting stratified structure of

the labor market. Later, the "bureaucratic-authoritarian" regime unified

multiple social insurance schemes in the private sector under rigid state con-

trol, but the military and civil servants were able to successfully preserve

their highly privileged scheme. Up to now, this public-private divide has

been persistently embodied in differentiated entitlements between the RGPS

and the RIU as discussed in the previous section.
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Also as stated earlier, occupational pension schemes with a limited cov-

erage and differentiated entitlements have been developed as a core institu-

tion of state corporatism, which controlled social conflicts with the pwpose

of sustaining ISI. When failure of the ISI strategy accelerated the democratic

transition in the middle of the 1980s, the corporatist structure of labor forces

gradually gave way to autonomous labor movements and a pluralistic mode

of interest intermediationao). In contrast to the decline of corporatism, occu-

pational pension schemes, which reflect the past policy orientation, have sur-

vived in the democratic context and have even been reconfirmed in the 1988

Constitution although it does not have the original purposeat) .lll this sense,

it may not be unreasonable to call occupational pension schemes an institu-

tional legacy of state corporati.sm. On the basis of such an inheritance, the

changing mode of interest intermediation in the democratic framework

helped shape the political struggle over the public pension reform in two

ways.

First, one of the legacies, stratified schemes along the public-private di-

vide, affect the pattern of coalition formation in the reform process. When

the public pension reform ascended to the top of the political agenda at the

initiative of President Cardoso, participants of the RGPS and the RIU formed

separate coalitions in order to uphold their own vested rights instead of pre-

senting a united front against the retrenchment. On the one hand, the CUT

and the PT unified their forces to uphold the vested interests of the RGPS,

despite the growing membership of civil servants in the CUT. Other labor or-

ganizations like the CGT and the FS took an ambivalent position. This RGPS

coalition openly attacked the expensive privilege of the RIU so as not to be-

come a main target for retrenchment. On the other hand, the conservative

politicians represent the interests of the R"IU for two reasons. The first rea-

son involves a conununity of interests. Politicians themselves are eligible for

the R"lU special retirement plan, which promises even more expensive bene-

fits to them than to civil servants. The second reason is related to an elec-

toral impetus. Democratization restored clientelism and the availability of

public resources, on which particularly the conservative politicians rely to
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win votes+s). Qn the basis of this connection, generous benefits of the R"lU

enhance the value of public employment as patronage resourcesae). For both

personal and career objectives, the conservative politicians formed the RIU

coalition with their client civil servants, favoring benefit cuts in the RGPS

and resisting their own loss. Given such a zero-sum feature of clashes be-

tween separate coalitions, it might be appropriate to qualily them as "dis-

tributional coalitions"so) .

Second, a limitation of coverage also has had much bearing on political

process. As observed earlier, nearly one-half of the working population is ex-

cluded from public social protection. Most of them are the rural poor and the

mass of urban marginals, fragmented without any overarching organizationsl).

Although they are generally indifferent to social security reform debates,

they could make the RIU coalition politically advantageous during election

time. As Ames notes, workers in small factories, especially in the informal

sector, tend to support candidates offering particularistic benefits over can-

didates promising social reform5z). In this regard, the conservative politicians

have the advantage of widespread resources and clientele networks available

for this purposes). On the basis of the acquiescence of the excluded, conser-

vative politicians, free from constraints imposed by voters, do not hesitate to

defend the luxurious privileges of the RIU.

By now, it should be clear that occupational pension schemes as an in-

stitutional legacy of state corporatism, associated with the replacement of

corporatist interest intermediation with clientelism, shape the distributional

conflict between the RGPS and the RIU coalitions. In other words, policy

makes politics. Then, specific consequences of the reform should depend on

the ability of these opposing coalitions to influence the decision-making

process during the reform effort. To confirm the explanatory power of insti-

tutions in decision-making process, I will examine below how political insti-

tutions, to be exact, how the highly fragmented party system provided rele-

vant actors with opportunities to affect the reform process.

(2') Fragmented Party System

While the 1988 Constitution confirmed the continuation of presidential-
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ism, it also strengthened the authority of the legislature in the policy-making

process. Under such executive-legislative relations, the likelihood of ap-

proval for constitutional amendments depends heavily on a majority party or

a coalition of parties, which in turn provides support for the presidentil).

Then, the stability of such a coalition should be sustained by both a disci-

plined party and party system. Under Brazilian democracy, the electoral sys-

tem based on open-list proportional representation (PR) with no national

threshold and a high district magnitude encourages a highly fragmented

party system with weak party discipline, thus creating an unstable pattern of

party coalition buildingss). In other words, these political institutions gener-

ate multiple veto players with whom compromises are needed for a policy

change. Let me examine the logic of fragmentation in more detail at both in-

traparty and interparty level.

Intraparty fragmentation is attributed to the open-list PR system be-

cause this electoral formula weakens party discipline by developing a per-

sonal vote and weakening party control over the candidatess). Under the

open-list system, voters can choose one candidate from the party list with no

previously determined order. In the first round, seats are distributed to par-

ties according to the total number of votes their candidates get (plus party-

label votes), and in the second round, within parties according to the nurn-

ber of individual votes. Electoral success depends on the candidates' ability

to obtain individual votes and accordingly causes intraparty competition

among candidates. Thus, this electoral system weakens the party leaders'

control over candidate selection and other issues, leading to lack of party dis-

cipline and cohesion. According to Mainwaring, in roll-call voting during the

constitutional assembly of 1987-88, while the left-wing party showed high

discipline scores of 95-100 percentage points, governing parties had low

scores of 64-76 percentage pointssT). Such weak party discipline fragmented

internal party structure, accordingly lowering the likelihood for the execu-

tive to build a consensus among individualistic legislators for a policy change.

In addition to weak party discipline and cohesion, no national threshold,

a high district magnitude, ffid frequent party switching equally brng about
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fragmentation at the interparty level. First, no national threshold signifi-

cantly encourages the proliferation of parties. The formal threshold refers to

the minimum percentage needed for a party to win a seat. Without this con-

straint, a party can earn a seat with an extremely low percentage of the vote

in a national elections8). This can motivate autonomous politicians to estab-

Iish new parties under the loose legal requirements for.party building, thus

laying the foundation for multipartism. Second, Iarge district magnitudes

(the number of seats per district) can place interparty relations in constant

mobility. The 26 states and the Federal District constitute the electoral dis-

tricts for both chambers, and each district can elect at least eight representa-

tives under the 1988 constitutionse). The PR formula makes ad-hoc inter-

party alliances at the state level important to win as many seats as possible,

which strengthens the role of local dominant figures, e.9., state governors, as

intermediators of interests, and thus hinders national party consolidation.

This fragments the party systern through facilitating frequent changes in

party and factional alignment according to particularistic interests, either re-

gional or personal. Finally, under the democratic regime, the abolition of re-

strictions on party switching furthers politicians' mobility among parties,

which prevents party bases from consolidating. With these factors combined,

the number of parties constituting the lower chamber has increased consid-

erably every four years: there were 12 parties in 1986, 19 parties in 1990,

and 18 parties U't 199400). Such multipartism with high mobility gives rise to a

highly fragmented party system, thus making it difficult for the president to

build a reliable coalition.

In fact, since the regime change in 1985, Brazil's democratic politics

have never established a stable pattern of political coalitions under the

hrghly fragmented party system. The Sarney Administration (1985-1990),

the first civilian government after 1985, began with a ruling coalition includ-

ing PMDB, PFL, and PDS out of five constituent parties. Within no more than

one year, PTB participated in the government. Since PDS and PTB left the

coalition during 1986-1990, only PMDB and PFL remained to the end of the

term. The Franco Administration (1992-1994) experienced even more dras-
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tic change in coalition member parties. Only two years and two months had

passed when the composition of coalition constituents faced the fourth

change. Such evidence confirms a lack of stability in political coalitions in the

Brazilian party system.

As I have described so far, the electoral system of the open-list PR

weakens party discipline, which encourages politicians to articulate and rep-

resent interests on the individual base. This electoral formula spurs high

fragmentation at the party system level, too. Such a fragmented party sys-

tem impedes stable coalitions supporting the executive, which are a neces-

sary condition for smooth policy change under presidentialism. In short, be-

cause individual interests are presented in an unreserved manner in the leg-

islature, the likelihood of policy change depends much on the personal nego-

tiation skills of the executive with individual politicians. This means that the

Brazil's political institutions spawrr multiple individual veto players in the

face of a change in the status quo. Under these institutional structures, the

conservative politicians who are political representatives of the RIU coalition

are provided with favorable opportunities to exercise veto power on the basis

of individual political resources. On the contrary, highly disciplined left-wing
parties cannot effectively defend the interests of the RGPS. Thus, institu-

tions would persuasively explain why the Cardoso Administration could not

accomplish the public pension reform despite a broad governing coalition

with an overwhelming majority and a weakening of leftist power.

il Fading Process of Public Pension Reform

On the basis of the arguments in the previous sections, I attempt to

show how conservative pensioner-cum-politicians representing the RIU

coalition exercise veto power to block reform proposals, even though they

are members of the governing coalition in Congress. Before proceeding to a

detailed analysis, I need to provide quantitative evidence of the large number

of pensioner-cum-politicians in Congress in order to illustrate a strong like-

lihood that reform proposals are rejected on behalf of the RIU. Moreover, I

identify most pensioner-cum-politicians as conservative, clientelistic party
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members that constitute the large majority of the goveming coalition, which

could give rise to an erosion of the de Ja,cto support base for the President

within the governing coalition. Then, I will demonstrate in a qualitative man-

ner how multiple veto players within the ruling coalition led the President's

continuous effort for public pension reform to a deadlock.

1 Pensioner-cum-PoliticiansasPotentialVetoPlayers

Measuring the magnitude of pensioners in Congress is indispensable be-

cause the higher the ratio of pensioners to overall Congress members, the

more likely reform proposals not beneficial to the RJU coalition are to be re-

jected. As Figure 1 shows, pensioners are the largest interest represented in

Congress according to a survey conducted in March 1996, when the first vote

on the constitutional amendment took place. The total number of pensioners

exceeds even that of the PMDB, the largest party in both chambers. Given

the individualistic pattern of behavior of politicians as mentioned in the pre-

vious section, 141 pensioner-crun-legislators, who make up one-fourth of

the total representatives, are likely to vote against the reform. Considering

that 308 votes out of 513 are needed for the approval of constitutional

amendments, such pensioners' votes, if combined with the votes of leftist

parties, sufficiently veto the reform proposal.

Examining the dispersion of pensioner-cum-politicians among parties

Figure 1. Magnitude of lnterests Represented in Congress (March 1996)
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would suggest the erosion of the de facto supporting coalition for the Presi-

dent. When the government presented the constitutional amendment pro-

posal to Congress in March 1996, the President was supported by a broad

governing coalition: PSDB, his own party, PMDB, PFL, PTB, PPB, and PL

out of 18 parties in Congress. Such a coalition parties occupied approxi-

mately 77o/o of. the seats in both chambers. Figure 2 reveals that all coalition

members except PSDB have a high proportion of pensioners inside. This evi-

dence suggests that pensioners are concentrated within Cardoso's own sup-

port base. Moreover, the conservative character of these parties corroborates

individualistic tendencies in their electoral and voting behavior on the basis

of clientelism. According to the ideological categorization by Mainwaring,

PMDB is a center party, PTB is center-right, and PFL, PPB and PL are right

-wing parties6t). Given the large magnitude of conservative pensioners

within the governing coalition, the President is compelled to negotiate with

each of his opponents within his own supporting coalition in order to draw

their support for the reform.

The data suggests that pensioner-crun-politicians within the governing

coalition are potential veto players against public pension reform. These fig-

ures have to be treated with caution, however, because they combine both

Iower and upper chambers since accurate numbers of pensioners in each

chamber were unavailable. Furthermore, the data on voting behavior of each

pensioner-cum-legislator was unavailable as well. Under these technical

constraints, to get a better understanding of the outcomes that the R^lU coa-

Figure 2. Political Parties with a High Proportion of Pensioners (March 1996)
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lition affects as veto players, a more detailed, qualitative analysis of the re-

form process will be presented.

2 The Path toward Deadlock

On the first vote on March 21,1996, the constitutional amendment was

adopted by 351 votes for the proposal, 139 against it, and 23 abstentions in

the chamber of deputies. Behind this success, various concessions were

made with pensioner-cum-politicians both in and outside Congress. Nego-

tiations occurred within the special committee on social security to reformu-

Iate the goverrunent's original proposal and between dominant figures of

each of the coalition parties to obtain their votes in exchange for patronage.

During the deliberation of the original proposal in the special committee

in the lower chamber, the committee's rapporteur, Michel Temer (PMDB),

was threatened by pensioner-cum-politicians who had indicated that they

would make every effort to resist any proposal to retrench their pension

benefits62). Noting that reform was becoming politically unfeasible without

their consensus, Temer reformulated the original proposal. While a new pro-

posal included items to tighten the etigibility for the RGPS, the privileges of

the R"IU were mostly preserved. Specifically, accumulation of pension and

wage was prohibited, and a minimum age requirement was introduced into

the RIU, but politicians and teachers were immune to such alterations. Most

importantly, a revision of the non-contributory formula of the R.lU was not

included in the proposal. Thus, the overall effects on retrenching their privi-

leges were very limited. After nurnerous concessions with pensioner-crxn-

politicians, Temer sent the modified proposal to the floor of the lower cham-

ber in the middle of March.

At this stage, Cardoso was devoted to political. maneuvering outside

Congress to draw support from goveming coalition members who had in-

itially rejected reforms, resulting in a previous defeat of the constitutional

amendment proposal on March 6. As I mentioned earlier, the PR electoral

formula with a high district magnitude makes ad-hoc interparty alliances at

the state level important to win as many seats as possible. This has the effect

of strengthening the role of local dominant figures, e.9., state governors, as
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intermediators of interests, and thus hinders national party consolidation.

Considering a strong influence of state governors on national politics, Car-

doso made personal concessions with those belonging to coalition member

parties, making full use of patronage resources. For example, he promised

the Governor of Rio Grande do Sul (PMDB), who was also pensioner, to as-

sume the state's 5 billions real debt in exchange for the votes of that state's

PMDB legislators. By the sarne token, he exchanged offerings of subsidies,

renegotiation of state debt to the federal govelrtment, cabinet posts, etc. for

votes in favor of the reformffi). As a result, Cardoso managed to increase

votes of all coalition members, Ieading to success in attaining approval for

the constitutional amendment on March 21 (See Figure 3).

Just two months later, however, the second round vote spoiled Car-

doso's efforts accompanied by a huge drain on public resources. Soon after

the approval of constitutional amendment on March 21, Cardoso carried out

the bargaining points. As he promised, he gave cabinet posts to the PMDB,

PPB, and PTB. Cardoso was confident of another victory in the second round

voting on May 22. However, the effects of patronage did not last more than

two months. As Figure 3 shows, pro-amendment votes among ruling coali-

tion members decreased by 22 votes for PFL, 22 for PPB, 14 for PMDB, 4 for

PTB, and 8 for PSDB. Consequently, the constitutional amendment for pub-

lic pension reform was not accomplished. In other words, pensioner-curn-

politicians within the governing coalition effectively exercised veto power to

preserve their expensive privileges.

Figure 3. Volatility of Votes of Governing Coalition Parties
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As I explained in the first section, the financial crisis, which culminated

in the devaluation of the real rnJanuary 1999, became a driving force for the
promr.rlgation of the Constitutional Amendment of December 16, 1998 and

the Ordinary Law of January 1999. Extending from motives of blame avoid-

ance, pensioner-cum-politicians cast votes for these reforrn proposals,

which included two of the most important parts of the reform. They were an

imposition of contributions based on a progressive rate on both active and

retired civil servants and an introduction of minimum age requirements.

These new arrangements were considered to have significant impacts on re-

ducing the huge pension deficit. However, when the financial market was re-

covering from the worst, the parties constituting the governing coalition suc-

cessfully annulled the provision for minimum age requirementse). Further-

more, in September 1999, the Supreme Court rejected an imposition of con-

tributions on civil servants, responding to the immediate protest of civil ser-

vants65). In sharp contrast to preserved privileges of the R^lU, a new calcula-

tion formula to contain benefits of the RGPS was smoothly enacted. In sum,

Cardoso's effort for public pension reform over five years concluded with
preserving expensive privileges of the RIU because pensioner-cum-politi-

cians within his supporting coalition exercised veto power under the higtrly

fragmented Brazilian party system.

M Conclusion

This study has shown that institutions matter in explaining why the Car-

doso Administration could not accomplish public pension reform despite a

broad governing coalition with an overwhelming majority in Congress and

weakened labor forces. Specifically, old and new institutions in the political

system of Brazil shaped the politics of public pension reform.

The occupational pension system as an institutional legacy of state cor-

poratism, associated with the replacement of corporatist interest intermedia-

tion with clientelism, shaped the distributional conflict between the RGPS

and the RIU coalitions. However, this was not the whole story because the

consequence of the reform depended on the ability of these opposing coali-
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tions to influence decision-making regarding the reform.

In Brazil, the higtrly fragmented party system provided the R^IU coalition

with opportunities to veto policy changes unfavorable to them. The electoral

system of the open-list PR generates a fragmented paxty system, which im-

pedes the formation of a stable supporting coalition for the President. Be-

cause individualistic interests precede those of the party, the likelihood of

policy change depends much on personal negotiation of the executive with

individual politicians. Under these institutional structures, the conservative

politicians, who were political representatives of the RIU coalition, were pro-

vided with favorable opportunities to exercise veto power on the basis of in-

dividual political resources such as dense clientele networks. In fact, such

conservative, pensioner-curn-politicians constituted the large majority of

the governing coalition under the Cardoso Administration, accordingly erod-

ing the deJacto support base for President Cardoso.

In the reform process, these pensioner-cum-politicians successfirlly ve-

toed the reform proposal on behalf of expensive privileges of the RIU, lead-

ing Cardoso's reform effort to a deadlock. Thus, it is confirmed that institu-

tions are decisive factors in explaining the failure of public pension reform in
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